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expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Ignite UI 2013.2 SR here. 

  

Release Notes 

Component Product Impact Description 

igChart Bug Fix Zooming is not working on igChart under IE11 running on Windows 8 

igChart Bug Fix 

Changing igDataChart.gridMode to "beforeSeries" through the API does not work in IE9 
Note: 
Changing the grid mode a runtime will now result in the grid layering being updated 

igChart Bug Fix 

The chart's tooltips are not showing under IE11 in Windows8.1 
Note: 
IE11 style touch events are now supported in the igDataChart and igMap. 

igCombo Bug Fix Deleting a value is not possible in IE11 when igCombo.autoComplete is true 

igDialogWindow Bug Fix Dialog Window icons are misaligned under iPad Safari 

igGrid Bug Fix 
In Internet Explorer 8 when the grid has 100% width, Filtering is enabled and a column is hidden 
there is a blank space on the right of the grid. 

igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix 
The topmost Multi-Column Headers columns can be fixed/unfixed with 
igGridColumnFixing.allowFixing set to false 

igGrid (ColumnFixing) Bug Fix Row Selectors checkboxes are not clickable after column is fixed and sorting is applied 

https://www.infragistics.com/my-account/keys-and-downloads/
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igGrid (ColumnMoving) Bug Fix 

Incorrect column moving behavior when moving columns in the root layout after child layout is 
expanded. Both of the layouts have Multi-Column Headers enabled 
Note: 
Resolved an issue with Column Moving which caused child layouts to be affected from a parent 
layout column moving. 

igGrid (ColumnResizing) Bug Fix Resizing on child layout when igGrid.showHeaders is false throws a JavaScript error 

igGrid (FeatureChooser) Bug Fix Feature chooser keyboard navigation issues 

igGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix Wrong records are shown in the grid after filtering and updating the observable model 

igGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix 

Unable to update the cell values with the Knockout.js 3.0 version 
Note: 
Implemented additional Knockout.js 3.0 compatible cell binding logic for igGrid and 
igHierarchicalGrid. 

igGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix Adding a row in a grouped grid bound to Knockout.js observable array does not cell bind it 

igGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix 
Updating an observable property while the row is filtered out and then clearing the filter through 
API shows a not updated cell 

igGrid (MergedCells) Bug Fix Cell merging has box shadow for the first and the last column 

igGrid (Responsive) Bug Fix 
When the grid has width in percentages less than 100%, Responsive would still force it to 100% 
width 

igGrid (Responsive) Bug Fix 
Responsive template changing fails initially if no general igGrid.rowTemplate is set to the grid and 
the 'next' mode template is the default 

igGrid (RowSelectors) Bug Fix 

The igRowSelectors.checkBoxStateChanging event does not have information whether SHIFT key is 
pressed 
Note: 
Added reference to the original mouse events for the RowSelectors checkboxStateChanging and 
checkboxStateChanged events. 

igGrid (RowSelectors) Bug Fix 
Checkboxes doesn't appear as selected after selecting multiple checkboxes when 
igGrid.showHeader is false 

igGrid (RowSelectors) Bug Fix Row Selectors checkbox is not unchecked when Ctrl + Click on the last selected row 
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igGrid (Selection) Bug Fix Touch drag selection does not work under IE11 

igGrid (Sorting) Bug Fix Different box shadows for the first and the last columns when sorting  compared to other columns 

igGrid (Updating) Bug Fix 
When igGrid.aggregateTransactions is true, updating a recently added row creates a new 
transaction instead of aggregating both to one 

igGrid (Updating) Bug Fix 

Mousing over a read-only cell during row edit mode when igGridUpdating.excelNavigationMode is 
true causes an exception 
Note: 
Resolved an issue causing navigating to a checkbox column when excel style navigation is enabled 
to throw an exception. Resolved an issue preventing the excel style navigation to wrap around the 
grid. 

igGrid (Updating) Bug Fix Showing "Delete" button on touch does not work under IE11 

igGrid (Virtualization) Bug Fix Duplicated iggridvirtualrecordsrender event on changing pages 

igGrid (WebApi Rest) Bug Fix 
With jQuery 1.9 and later REST updating does not recognize "204 No Content" response as 
successful 

igHierarchicalGrid Bug Fix 
Cannot expand row which was previously cancelled from expansion in 
igHierarchicalGrid.rowExpanding event 

igHierarchicalGrid Bug Fix Loading indicator isn't well positioned when used for hierarchical grid expand row scenario 

igHierarchicalGrid Bug Fix 

HierarchicalGrid Load on Demand does not work with OData 3 service 
Note: 
Added support for Odata v 3 Load on Demand. 

igHierarchicalGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix 

Cell binding is lost after sorting 
Note: 
Resolved an issue preventing igHierarchicalGrid's parent layout from rebinding the igCell binding 
handler for all cells after changes in the grid's state has been made. 
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igHierarchicalGrid (Knockout) Bug Fix 

In a hierarchical grid bound to a KO observable, after expanding one row, rows can no longer be 
added 
Note: 
Resolved an issue preventing updates on records added after the grid has initialized from being 
properly addressed through KO's cell binding logic. 

igPivotDataSelector Bug Fix Can't set preload hierarchies for the rows, columns, filters and measures when data has comma 

igPivotGrid Bug Fix The column headers' drop area gets smaller when expanding the row headers 

igPivotGrid Bug Fix Dimension members sorting doesn't work correctly in Google Chrome 

igPivotGrid Bug Fix In the filter the expander renders for a level that does not have a child 

igPivotGrid Bug Fix 

Aggregator function context doesn't give information about which node value is being calculated 
Note: 
Each measure's aggregator function has been provided with second parameter named 
cellMetadata. This parameter provides information about the cell context which aggregator 
function is called about. The exposed data is as follows: 
- cellMetadata.rowIndex() - Gets the index of the row tuple this cell is related to. 
- cellMetadata.columnIndex() - Gets the index of the column tuple this cell is related to. 
- cellMetadata.cellOrdinal() - Gets the cell ordinal. 
- cellMetadata.measureIndex() - Gets the index of the measure this cell is related to. 
- cellMetadata.rowTuples() - Gets the array of the row tuples. 
- cellMetadata.columnTuples() - Gets the array of the column tuples. 
- cellMetadata.measures() - Gets the array of the measures. 

igTree Improvement 

Cannot drag a node from a tree to another tree that does not have nodes. 
Note: 
Now an empty tree would accept nodes dropped onto it. 

igZoomBar Bug Fix Zoombar incorrectly infers the sync options from the parent charts 

MVC Wrappers (Chart) Bug Fix There is no way to set gradient colors through the MVC wrappers 
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MVC Wrappers (Editor) Bug Fix Input value is not send to the server when Enter key is pressed 

MVC Wrappers (Editor) Bug Fix 
Data Annotation Validation do not work on client side when class is decorated with 
[MetadataType] attribute 

MVC Wrappers (Grid Summaries) Bug Fix 
Sorting and Summaries styles are applied to a child layout column after sorting of parent layout 
column 

Samples Browser Bug Fix Background color for categories in hamburger menu should be removed 

 
Bug Fix Improve the icon of the Ignite UI samples installation under Windows 8 and Windows 8.1 

 


